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Dear Reader, 

 

A Step ahead in knowledge sharing, the NMIMS Library has always been dedicated to serving the needs of 

its users by providing excellent information services and a collection of literature.  

We are presenting the 1st Issue of Volume 3 of our Library Newsletter, "NMIMS Knowledge Trendsetters," 

wherein this quarter's theme is "Library Diaries: let’s know more about our Library". The NMIMS 

Libraries have been more than just a repository of books; it is a vibrant hub that fosters learning, creativity, 

and connection. As we continue to evolve in the digital age, we are committed to providing you with a 

diverse range of resources and services that cater to your intellectual and cultural pursuits. 

 

Being an Anniversary issue, we thought of reflecting on the connection that we make with our users. This 

issue contains some interesting facts about different libraries over the world, Library feedbacks received 

and students’ perceverence towards libraries. the issue further connects us with the Spotlight reader of the 

quarter, library activities conducted across campuses, ranking updates, learning databases and much more.  

Let us read further to know about it. 

Happy reading! 

Thanking you all for your active support, 

Stay Tuned and Stay safe. 

 

PREFACE 
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A LOOK INTO WHAT STUDENTS PERCIEVE ABOUT LIBRARY 

 

STUDENT FEEDBACKS 
  

 

Fun facts about 

Libraries 

Did you know..There are many Libraries other 

than normal libraries only holding printed 

books resources…Well come on to this 

Journey where we tell you more about the 

Libraries and some interesting Fun Facts 

about the Libraries. 

 
 

 
 

 

 

Let’s browse and know more about  

NMIMS Libraries… 

 

Welcome to the Library survey Section! 

 The library holds a pivotal role in fostering academic excellence, research, and 

professional development within the institution. Its importance extends beyond 

serving as a repository of books; it plays a crucial role in supporting the diverse 

needs of students, faculty, and researchers. In the modern day, libraries serve as 

crucial knowledge facilitators and provide academic, research, and innovation 

support. To assess and enhance the library's offerings, the library carried out a 

brief user survey to learn more about students' experiences and to obtain some 

useful feedback. 

 This section highlights some important parts of the survey such as primary purpose 

of visit to library, most resources used and much more.  

 

 The Library Survey was conducted across the campuses through the circulation of 

Google Forms. We are Happy to share that students from majority of the courses 

participated in this Library Survey and gave their Valuable Feedback 

 

 How frequently do students visit the library was the first question raised. 

 

 
 

The responses stated that majority of the students visit the Library ranging from 

regularly to once a week. Students who visit the Library rarely were as good as 2% 

only from the Reponses received.  

 

 

 

 

Direct Plagiarism 

 
 

 

In Pune, Maharashtra, there 

is a unique library known 

as the 'Living Tree 

Library' where books are 

hung on branches like 

fruits, and readers can 

borrow them and return 

them when finished. 

 

A Library that spreads 
fragrances 

Palace Libraries a culture in India 

where they depict the Royal Heritage 

of India 

How often do you visit the Library? 

Once a Week 
16% 

Regularly  
73% 

Sometimes  
6% 

Some of my Friends visit rarely too 

2% 

Once a Month 
3% 
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A few more Feedbacks from the Survey 
 After determining the frequency of the students' visits, the questionnaire asked 

them what is their primary reason for visiting the library, though they may visit 

the library for multiple reasons, primary reason was to be chosen by the students. 

Upon which the responses received majorly included for study purpose in the 

reading hall of the library and another major purpose including referring and 

issuing Library Books. Some other responses also included such as research 

work, visiting the Bloomberg lab and General Reading. 
 

 

 
 

 To gain further insight into how students locate the books they want in the 

library, as we proceeded with the questionnaire, the students were questioned 

whether they were able to get the books they came to search for, what were the 

other situations apart from yes and no answers.  The majority of responses 

showed that students find the books in the library, ranging from sometimes to 

always; however, there are a few occasions in which students are unable to 

locate the needed book or discover a substitute. 
 

 

 
 

 Further, it was observed that students use various methods to search the books, 

some of them being through the Library OPAC, taking help from the Library 

staff, getting to know the location through friends and also personally visiting 

and exploring the racks were Some of the options preferred by students to 

choose their desired Library Books.   

 

 The library offers several additional services in addition to its collection of 

books to motivate students to devour more and develop routines for reading in 

the digital age.  

 

 

Yes

85%

Sometimes

8%

Maybe

5%

No

2%

Do you Find the Desired Book in the Library?

Yes

Sometimes

Maybe

No

 
 

HOW THESE INSIGHTFUL USER 
FEEDBACKS ARE PUT TO USE 

IN LIBRARIES 

 

 As a continuous efforts, the NMIMS 

Libraries aim to improve the 

services and resources on the 

feasible suggestions received.  

 

 With the changing needs of 

the students, we provide 

flexibility in services on 

student requests.  

 

 The use feedback shed a light 

on the usage of Library has 

improved through successful 

orientations, frequency of the 

orientations are increased to 

improve the efficiency of 

usage of resources. 

 

 Positive Feedbacks indicate 

how satisfied students with 

the Library services are, 

however it also indicated the 

areas where the library need 

to improve the user services 

and make the most of that 

particular service, which is 

analyzed through feedbacks 

actions are taken 

accordingly.  

 

 Overall, each feedback 

received from the students 

are thoroughly analyzed and 

worked upon to check the 

feasibility and to solve the 

difficulties the users are 

facing. 

 

 Some of the Feedbacks 

received may not be 

included in the system on 

immediate basis, but on 

backend the Library 

considers it for Long Term 

Planning thus it helps to give 

the users Optimum Library 

services.    

 

The Library playing an integral 

part in student’s life works on 

continuous performance 

optimization and Resources 

collection enhancement based on 

the Valuable user feedbacks 
received.  

Library Books 
58% Students 

What is the Primary Purpose of your Library Visit? 
 

Study Purpose 
22% Students 

General 
Reading/Journals/

Newspapers 
7% Students 

Assignments 
and Research 

Work 
9% Students 

Bloomberg and 
Other Reasons 
4% Students 
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 These services include some resource-providing services like – Question Papers 

of the previous years for reference, Monthly dedicated thematic display of e-

books, book of the week, In case of Journals – TOC is available for the students 

for reference. Thus, feedback regarding the same was asked from the students 

of how satisfied are they with these add-on services.  

 
 The Next most important part of the Survey - Online Databases, These being the 

need of the Hour, the NMIMS Library provides a pool of e-resources, that are 

accessible to the students within and outside the campus.  

 

 Students were asked to review their experiences and satisfaction with the online 

databases made available by the library on a five-point rating scale, where five 

was the highest and onewas the lowest.  

 

 

 
 In addition to providing information about database views, the feedback form 

asked students to rate their level of familiarity with the services. While most of 

them indicated that they are aware of the resources and are making the most use 

of them, some expressed a strong desire to learn more about them and how to 

use them effectively.   

 

 The Library endeavors to enhance its offerings and assist its patrons in 

optimizing their resources.  

 

 It is evident by analyzing the student responses as a whole that the majority fall 

between the ratings of Good and Excellent. Nonetheless, the library strives to 

give its patrons the greatest experience possible and considers continuous 

enhancement. 

TOC Service –  
Majority Response –  

Good – 63% 
Satisfactory – 19% 

Database Link through Student Portal 
Majority Response  

Excellent – 71% 

Question Papers Service –  
Majority Response  
Excellent – 29% 

Good – 38% 

Thematic Books 
Display Service –  
Majority Response  
Excellent – 48% 

Good – 37% 
 

 

Discover the Library Services 

available on Student Portal 

 
We have listed a few of the Library 

Students Portal services/sections and its 

details for the students who feel they are 

unaware of the services.  

 
 Library Documents Tab :-  

Question Papers 

 

Accessible under Library Documents 

Tab, This section included the 

availability of the previous years’ 

question papers for the students that can 

be downloaded in pdf format for their 

references.  

 

 Library Resources Tab:-  

 

This tab has several sub-sections where 

students can browse and use the 

necessary information. It contains basic 

information on library hours, a guide to 

e-resources, and a simple user manual 

for accessing resources when needed. 

The services include Table of Contents 

of the journals for reference, monthly 

theme-based book displays (where 

themes are chosen according to students' 

preferences), and a new e-book is 

published every week for students to 

read online. New arrivals at the Library, 

the most recent issue of Newsletters, and 

a brief overview of the library 

collection.  

 

 
 Library Announcements:-  

 

This section contains the latest 

announcements published by the 

Library. Students can check this tab for 

regular updates.  
 

I would rate the Databases as 5.  
As I use databases for multiple 

purpose like assignments, study etc.  

I would rate the Databases as 4.  
As I use databases for multiple 
purpose like projects purpose, 
studying the for the course and 

Presentations.   

I would rate the Databases as 
3.  

As I use databases to know 
more about the subject, finding 

out new information  etc.  
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Prof. Y. K. Bhushan Information &  

Knowledge Resource Centre 

Central Library 

Mumbai Campus 

 

 

MPSTME Library 

NMIMS, Mumbai Campus 

 

 

The Central Library organized a book display program to raise students' 

awareness of important days and to increase their level of knowledge.  

The purpose of theme-based days was to promote reading habits among 

students and provide them the opportunity to look into other books that 

they could find interesting.  

The display was further conducted on “National Mathematics Day”.  

The National Mathematics Day is observed on December 22 each year to 

commemorate the birth anniversary of the great Indian 

mathematician Srinivasa Ramanujan.  

It is interesting to note that students showed a strong interest in reading 

and frequently checked the books for reading purposes.  

 

 

 

The Mumbai Campus MPSTME Library arranged a themed 

book display on the subject of student interests.  

In this activity, the library displayed books on selected 

subjects, events, biographies of certain individuals, and lists 

curated by well-known individuals. The Library believes that 

Thematic book displays offer a versatile tool to engage 

patrons, promote reading, and create a vibrant and dynamic 

learning environment. In the last two weeks, the Library 

displayed books on “Motivation” and “Machine learning” titles 

in the cupboard.  
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BSSA Library 

NMIMS, Mumbai Campus 

 

Photography and Painting Week 

 

 The BSSA Library organized a thematic exhibition on the 

subjects of painting and photography, keeping in mind its area 

of expertise.  

 

 This will inspire students and help them understand the value of 

extracurricular activities and how these hobbies benefit us in the 

long run.  

 

 

 

 

National Energy Conservation Day – 14th December 2023 

 

 Additionally, the BSSA Library arranged a themed talk on the 

topic- energy conservation and raised student awareness of the 

topic. 

 

 The National Energy Conservation Day is observed on 14th 

December, to spread awareness about the importance of energy 

and the need to conserve energy by using less energy. 

 
 The objective of the Energy Conservation Act in India is to 

appoint professional, qualified, and energetic managers and 

auditors who have expertise in policy-making, financial 

management, and implementation of energy-related projects 

 

 

 

SPPSPTM Library 

NMIMS, Mumbai Campus 

 

National  Mathematics Day – 22nd December 2023 

 

 

 The SPPSPTM Library conducted a thematic exhibition on inter-

disciplinary subjects like Pharma & Maths, on the occasion of 

National Mathematics Day to help students and give them a 

wide variety of inter-disciplinary subjects, and how 

understanding one subject will help to understand the other one 

better.   
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Navi Mumbai Library, 

NMIMS, Navi Mumbai campus. 

  

Double the Celebration 
 

 As it was the Celebration time – of Christmas and the New Year, 

the Navi Mumbai Campus Library decided to introduce the 

students to the different sweet and savory recipes!   

 

 The Display was all about the cookbooks that encouraged the 

students to discover the variety of flavors available, which in 

turn will help the Students to turn these books into a hobby or 

indulge in occasional reading for general culinary knowledge. 

 

 

 

 

 

Book Exchange Program – Vachan Prerna Divas 

 

 NMIMS Navi Mumbai Library has organized a Book Exchange 

program on the 13th & 14th of October 2023 to commemorate 

the birth anniversary of Dr. APJ Abdul Kalam, celebrated as 

Vachan Prerana Divas. 

 

 The book exchange has received an enormous response from 

faculties, students, and staff. Through this program, More than 

100+ books have been exchanged. 

 

 
 

 

 
Chandigarh Library,  

 

NMIMS, Chandigarh Campus 

 

 Mathematics is an essential part of life and has been enriched with the contributions of great Indian mathematicians such 

as Aryabhata, Brahmagupta, Mahavira, and Bhaskara II. 

 National Mathematics Day on December 22 honor's the birth of mathematical prodigy, Srinivasa Ramanujan. For him, his 

groundbreaking theories sprang not just from his mind, but from the touch of his family goddess, Namagiri Thayar, or 

Goddess Lakshmi. 

 To educate the same to the students, the Chandigarh campus carried out theme based book display on National 

Mathematics day.  
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 Online Access to Daily Newspapers 

 You can read the newspapers online within our databases. The ISI Emerging Markets subscribed under 

Research Databases offers us daily Newspapers; you can search the required Newspaper title and read the 

latest articles published from this database.  

 

 Older HBR Articles up to the present 

 The Library has an online collection of HBR Articles from 1922. Yes, 1922 all you have to do is click the 

Publications Tab in the EBSCO Database. Type the journal you want, for example. Harvard Business Review 

and you will get access to the articles way back to 1922. in addition to this, you may also search the desired 

publication and check how far back in time we have access to your required publications. 

 

 Case Studies for References 

 The EBSCO Database contain case studies on some related topics. The only distance left for you to access 

them is to go Search for your topic and apply the filter of case studies instead of academic journals.  

 

 Companies List on a click 

 When you get to download the data of multiple companies, you can refer to the ISI Emerging Markets 

Database, Yes the database provides you with a customized list through the Create Companies list under the 

Companies tab, where you can select the companies that are required and also customize the data fields 

required for you.  

 

 E-brary remembers the books you read! 

 The books we download frequently are automatically erased after a set amount of days. The next time, add 

the book you want to read all the time to your bookshelf in the Ebrary account, and it will stay saved for any 

time you want to access it. 

 

 Law Search - Historical Cases 

 Databases under the Law category, such as Manupatra provide us with cases from the Supreme Court and 

even moot courts. This databases provide historical cases as well. Hein Online gives us Law related e-journals 

and Live Law gives us latest News Updates from Law Industry.  
 

 

 

 

 

The Library offers an extensive range of 
databases and resources for library users. Let 
us have a look at some crucial time-saving tips 

to help you get the information right away. 
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Hello Researchers and Students!! 

 

Takeaways from the Library 

 

Library. When we hear this word, books immediately spring to mind. With libraries’ digital 

presence, we resemble libraries with databases that help us organize information.  

So, whenever we want a book, we know the method of going to the stacks and finding the books 

kept right there or even in databases; the information is arranged and classified as per the 

subject heads. Have you ever wondered why we always find books kept in a particular place?  

 

The simple answer is that libraries have placed books with similar content in one stack. This has 

become possible through the classification process, which can be named de-cluttering.  

With so many things going on in our lives, our mind has bits and pieces of information gathered, 

which takes up most of the space. In contrast, if we regularly keep de-cluttering our minds and 

arranging things according to their priorities, we will make our lives much more accessible and 

calmer.  

 

Think of a situation where you have fed your mind with so many things that by the end of the 

day, you miss out on the priority tasks that were to be completed, which will lead to missing 

deadlines, which will subconsciously affect your mind and will make you remind of the 

deadlines repeatedly, this will further affect your efficiency, and you will start complaining of 

too many distractions and lack of concentrations in your work.  

 

To avoid such situations, we must regularly de-clutter our minds and prioritize the necessary 

things to get things done at the right time, just as we get the Library books in the right place.  

 

So, sit back, relax, de-clutter and begin again.  

This will produce an optimistic atmosphere around us as well as within us. 
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The below report states the number of users who have checked their work for plagiarism using Turnitin 

software.  
 

 

 
 

 

 

The below report shows an average percentage of plagiarism checks retrieved during  

the plag check done 
 

 
 

The below report shows the overall usage activity (Active users) of Turnitin 

 
 

 

 

“We are our own Foes, and AI just kind of propagates that" 
- Fred Morstatter 
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(The interface seen above is a student interface) 

 

The Library Tab provides students with access to previous years' question papers, library services such as a guide to online 

library usage, book displays, and TOCs. This Tab also contains information on the Library's hours and other relevant 

information for students. Furthermore, the Library has a link to the e-library that takes the user to the e-library website, i.e. 

Mapmyaccess. 

Accessing Resources Made Easy:  

Guide to use the student portal  
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(A Pool of Resources – NMIMS Subscribed Databases) 
 

This is the dashboard of NMIMS e-Library where in the databases are categorized into various subjects, you can browse through 

various databases for example under e-journal databases you can access EBSCO, ProQuest etc. On similar grounds you can 

explore all the other listed databases.  

Apart from these, the NMIMS Library provides access to a large range of open-access resources, including 55200 e-journals and 

books from publishers such as Springer, Wiley, Elsevier, and others.   
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THIS NEWSLETTER ISSUE WILL LET US INFORM US ABOUT THE OPEN ACESS RESOURCES 
AVAILABLE TO US IN DETAIL.  

LET US LEARN MOREOPEN ACCESS RESOURCES AVAILABLE THROUGH MAPMYACCESS. 
 

 

 

 

 

RESOURCES   

 

“Open access truly expands shared knowledge across scientific fields it is the best path for accelerating multi-disciplinary 

breakthroughs in research.” 

Open Letter to the US Congress signed by Nobel Prize winners 

 

 Open Access Resources are digital format that are made freely available online to the public, without 

any restrictions or costs. They are part of the broader Open Access movement, which seeks to make 

scholarly knowledge and research more accessible to everyone. 

 

 Digital technologies have created more than one revolution.  Let’s call this one the access revolution. 

 

 Open Access Resources can cover a wide range of topics, from academic textbooks and monographs 

to fiction and non-fiction literature. They can be published by university presses, non-profit 

organizations, or individual authors, and are typically available for download in various formats, such 

as PDF, EPUB, or HTML. 

 

 One of the main advantages of Open Access Resources is that they allow readers to access knowledge 

and information that might be otherwise inaccessible due to financial or geographical barriers. They 

also provide authors with a platform to share their work with a wider audience, increasing the 

visibility and impact of their research. 

 

 However, there are also challenges associated with Open Access Ebooks, such as the need to ensure 

quality control, funding and sustainability, and copyright. and licensing issues. Despite these 

challenges, Open Access to Ebooks continues to play an important role in promoting knowledge 

dissemination and democratizing access to information. 

 

 The question here arises, Why Open Access?  

 

 Funders invest in research to accelerate the pace of scientific discovery, encourage innovation, 

enrich education, and stimulate the economy – to improve the public good. 

 

 

ONLINE DATABASE USAGE GUIDE FOR 
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 Faculty and students can access Open Access Resources by using the below link:  

https://svkm.mapmyaccess.com/ 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Once the login completes as per your credential provided by your respective authority. The below 

screen opens through mapmyaccess. 

 

 Once you click on the link (Open Access Resource) on the menu bar of the mapmyaccess portal for 

detailed pages, it will open like below:  

 

https://svkm.mapmyaccess.com/
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 The filter's right side can be used to refine.  As per user requirements finally the overall number of 

open access materials in this collection is 55200 titles, comprising 32339 multidisciplinary topic 

ebooks and 22861 multidisciplinary topic journals. 

 

 The Major contributors for Ebooks  and Ejournals are: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

You can select the filters as required, or you may simply browse through entering the name of the ebook of 

the journal.  
 

 

In this manner, the NMIMS Libraries not only offer you access to paid content but also to freely 

available resources on the internet by gathering them and making them available to users with 

just a click. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ebooks: 

 

1. JSTOR Books 

2. DOAB Books  

3. Project Muse Books  

4. Bloomsbury Collections Books  

5. Springer Book 

6. Springer Reference Book 

 
 

Ejournals: 
 

1. Springer Journals 

2. DOAJ Journals 

3. Wiley Journals 

4. JSTOR Journals 

5. Elsevier Journals 

6. Springer Nature Journals 
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Orientations and user Awareness programs 
conducted across campuses 

 

 

The Library continues to progress and support the learning, teaching, and research 

activities at NMIMS. 

As part of the focus on teaching, learning, and research needs of the faculties and 

students, we conduct regular training and orientation sessions for the students and 

faculties so that they are aware of the resources that the Library is providing and also help 

them to make the most use of the available resources.  

The below table shows the number of orientation and training sessions for the usage of 

the library conducted across various campuses to improve the efficient use of e-

resources in the last quarter.  
 

 

SBM/SAMSOE/JDSOLA 5 

MPSTME 2 

BSSA 1 

ASMSOC/SDSOS/KPMSOL/SOD/SOMASA/SOBA/CIS 11 

SPPSPTM 6 
 

 

OTHER CAMPUSES 

CAMPUS NAME OCTOBER – DECEMBER 2023 

BENGALURU 3 

HYDERABAD 1 

NAVI MUMBAI 5 

INDORE 1 

CHANDIGARH 2 

 

 

With a continuing aim, we will see you in the next orientation session. 

Till then, Stay Tuned!! 
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RANKINGS INDICATOR OF THE QUARTER 
 

 

SR.

NO 

NAME OF THE SCHOOL CAMPUS RANK RANK NAME 

 Business World 

Management Education in the Age of AI   

B-School Special  16th December 2023 

 

1 
SVKM’s Narsee Monjee Institute of 

Management Studies (NMIMS) 

Mumbai 

 

11 

 

Top B-Schools- Overall 

2 
SVKM’s Narsee Monjee Institute of 

Management Studies (NMIMS) 

 

Mumbai 

 

3 

 

Top B-Schools- Private 

3 
SVKM’s Narsee Monjee Institute of 

Management Studies (NMIMS) 

 

Mumbai 

 

2 

 

Top B-Schools- West 

4 
SVKM’s Narsee Monjee Institute of 

Management Studies (NMIMS) 

 

Mumbai 

 

10 

 

Top B-Schools- One Year 

Courses 

 OPEN – The Magazine 

Best B-Schools 2024: Managers for Industry 5.0 

 

11th  December  2023 

 

5 
SVKM’s NMIMS School of Business 

Management  

Mumbai 

 

13 

 

India’s Top B-Schools 

6 
Narsee Monjee Institute of Management 

Studies 

 

Bengaluru 

 

53 

 

India’s Top B-Schools 

7 
Narsee Monjee Institute of Management 

Studies 

 

Bengaluru 

 

11 

 

 

2 

India’s Top B-Schools –  

South Zone 

 

City Wise 

8 
SVKM’s NMIMS School of Business 

Management  

Mumbai 

 

5 

 

 

3 

India’s Top B-Schools – 

 West Zone 

 

City Wise 

9 
SVKM’s NMIMS School of Business 

Management  

Mumbai 

 

4 

 

India’s Top B-Schools –  

Private Schools 

10 
Narsee Monjee Institute of Management 

Studies 

 

Bengaluru 

 

21 

 

India’s Top B-Schools –  

Private Schools 

 The Week 

India’s Best B-Schools – The Week – Hansa Research Survey 

2023 

November 2023 

 

11 
SVKM’s NMIMS School of Business 

Management  

Mumbai 

 

10 

 

Best B-Schools – All India 

12 
SVKM’s NMIMS School of Business 

Management  

Mumbai 

 

5 

 

Best B-Schools – All India  

Private Schools 
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13 
SVKM’s NMIMS School of Business 

Management  

Mumbai 

 

6 

 

 

3 

Best B-Schools – West Zone  

Govt/Private Schools 

 

B-Schools Govt/Private - 

Mumbai 

14 
SVKM’s NMIMS School of Business 

Management  

Mumbai 

 

3 

 

 

2 

Best B-Schools – West Zone  

Private Schools 

 

B-Schools Private - Mumbai 

 
Fortune India 

 

India’s Best B-Schools 
 

November 2023 

 

15 
SVKM’s NMIMS School of Business 

Management  

Mumbai 

 

Top Accredited Best B-Schools in India 

AACSB - 1 

 

16 

SVKM’s NMIMS School of Business 

Management 

Mumbai 

 

13 

 

5 

 

 

3 

 

India’s Best B-Schools – 2023 

 

India Best B-Schools – West 

Zone 

 

India Best B-Schools –City-

Wise - Mumbai 

17 

Narsee Monjee Institute of Management 

Studies 

 

Bengaluru 

 

53 

 

11 

 

 

2 

India’s Best B-Schools – 2023 

 

India Best B-Schools – South 

Zone 

 

India Best B-Schools –City-

Wise - Bengaluru 

18 
SVKM’s NMIMS School of Business 

Management 

Mumbai 

 

4 India’s Best B-Schools – 

Private Schools 

 

19 
Narsee Monjee Institute of Management 

Studies 

Bengaluru 

 

21 India’s Best B-Schools – 

Private Schools 

 India Today 

 

13th November 2023 

 

20 
SVKM’s NMIMS School of Business 

Management  

Mumbai 

 

10 Top 10 B-Schools of India 

21 
SVKM’s NMIMS School of Business 

Management  

Mumbai 

 

3 Top 10 Private B-Schools of 

India 

22 
SVKM’s NMIMS School of Business 

Management  

Mumbai 

 

2 Top 10 Private B-Schools of 

India – West Zone 
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NMIMS UPDATES ON THE GO! 

 

 Machines Over Books And Ideas Over Words’ Spirit Of 

Invention Is Alive And Well At NMIMS 

Mumbai's Narsee Monjee Institute of Management Studies 

(NMIMS) showcased their projects ranging from an AI model for 

sign language to a model capable of identifying hand gestures to 

building a remote-controlled airplane with specific constraints.  

Read more at - ‘Machines Over Books And Ideas Over Words’ Spirit 

Of Invention Is Alive And Well At NMIMS (freepressjournal. in) 

 

 NMIMS Indore students craft digital solution for city parking 

woes 

The winning team from STME selected the problem statement by 

the Ministry of Housing and Urban Affairs, which required them to 

solve the problem of parking spaces across cities in India.  

Read more at - NMIMS Indore students craft digital solution for city 

parking woes- Edexlive 

 

 IRM India Affiliate Announces Level 1 Results for November 

2023 Global ERM Foundation Examination 

Institute of Risk Management (IRM) India Affiliate has announced 

the results of their Level 1 November 2023 Global Enterprise Risk 

Management (ERM) Foundation exam. Kalapala Vishnu Vardhan 

Chowdary, a student of NMIMS Centre for International Studies, 

Mumbai, secured the All-India rank with 81 percent in the student 

exam. 

Read more at - IRM India Affiliate Announces Level 1 Results for 

November 2023 Global ERM Foundation Examination (business-

standard.com) 

 

 University of Essex aims to expand its offerings to 

international students via a range of scholarships 

The university claims to have partnered with the Vellore Institute 

of Technology (VIT) and the Narsee Monjee Institute of 

Management Studies (NMIMS), Mumbai to run joint research 

initiatives besides student exchange programs.  

Read more at - University of Essex aims to expand its offerings to 

international students via a range of scholarships - Education News | The 

Financial Express 

 

 NMIMS Bengaluru Hosts An Interactive And Youthful Y20 Talk 

On ‘Shared Future: Youth In Democracy And Governance’ 

SVKM’s NMIMS Bengaluru hosted an insightful Y20 Talk on the 

topic ‘Shared Future: Youth in Democracy and Governance’ 

featuring Ms. Surabhi Hodigere. The transformative session was 

hosted in association with INDGenius and Y20 India. 

Read more at -  NMIMS Bengaluru Hosts an Interactive and Youthful 

Y20 Talk on ‘Shared Future: Youth in Democracy and Governance’ – 

India Education | Latest Education News | Global Educational News | 

Recent Educational News (indiaeducationdiary.in) 

 
 

 
 

 

 

  

 NMIMS Law Fest: SOLARIS [2nd-4th Feb 2024] 

In order to instill a comprehensive range of legal skills needed for 

the legal profession, including the corporate level, NMIMS 

School of Law provides an exceptional legal education. The 

programs offered by our legal school, which was founded in 2018 

by NMIMS University, one of the top Deemed to be Universities 

in India, have all the characteristics and graces of those offered 

by top  universities worldwide.  

 
Read more at - NMIMS, Law Fest, SOLARIS (livelaw.in) 

 

 4 from Maharashtra among 14 who ace CAT with 100 

percentile 

Twenty-year-old Viraj Modi, a BBA student from NMIMS, 

scored a perfect 100 percentile in CAT 2023. 

Read more at - CAT: 4 from Maharashtra among 14 who ace CAT 

with 100 percentile | Mumbai News - Times of India (indiatimes.com) 

 

 Global Perspectives Synergize At NMIMS’ International 

Roundtable On FinTech 

SVKM’s NMIMS Mumbai organised a one-of-a-kind International 

Roundtable on FinTech 2023, titled, “FinTech Crossroads: 

Converging Ideas from Around the World” on 29th November 

2023.  

Read more at - Global Perspectives Synergise at NMIMS’ 

International Roundtable on FinTech – India Education | Latest 

Education News | Global Educational News | Recent Educational News 

(indiaeducationdiary.in) 

 

 CM Naveen Patnaik lays foundation for NMIMS in capital 

Read more at - CM Naveen Patnaik lays foundation for NMIMS in 

capital (newindianexpress.com) 

 

 NMIMS Hyderabad School of Law Inaugurates Moot Court 

Hall at its campus in Grand Ceremony 

In a crucial addition to the NMIMS Hyderabad’s infrastructural 

and legal background, a Moot Court Hall’s inauguration took 

place at SVKM’s NMIMS Hyderabad School of Law (SOL). 

Read more at - NMIMS Hyderabad School of Law Inaugurates Moot 

Court Hall at its campus in Grand Ceremony (zollege.in) 
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 NMIMS Bengaluru Hosts An Enriching Guest Session On 

ISRO’s Space Exploration Featuring Noted Scientist 

Kalpana Arvind 

SVKM’s NMIMS Bengaluru hosted an engaging and insightful 

session on ‘ISRO’s Space Exploration’ featuring Mrs. Kalpana 

Arvind, Associate Director at LEOS-ISRO. During the session, 

the accomplished guest provided rich insights into ISRO’s 

remarkable achievements and future endeavors in the field of 

space exploration. 

Read more at - NMIMS Bengaluru Hosts an Enriching Guest 

Session on ISRO’s Space Exploration Featuring Noted Scientist 

Kalpana Arvind – India Education | Latest Education News | Global 

Educational News | Recent Educational News (indiaeducationdiary.in) 

 
 BTech-MBA: This ‘deadly combo’ is helping tech graduates 

land better jobs 

Read more at -   IIM Without CAT: BTech-MBA programmes help 

tech graduates (careers360.com) 

 

 NMIMS Forges Partnership with Australia's Prestigious 

Monash University: Enhances its Mission to Globalize 

Education 

SVKM's NMIMS, one of India's leading educational institutions, 

has signed an MoU with Australia's prestigious Monash 

University. The collaboration between the two universities is a 

step ahead in NMIMS' dedication to globalizing education and 

offering students a broader worldview. 

Read more at - NMIMS Forges Partnership with Australia's 

Prestigious Monash University: Enhances its Mission to Globalize 

Education (prnewswire.com) 

 

 NMIMS Chandigarh Hosts Panel Discussion On “Careers Of 

21st Century-How Your Master’s Program Can Unlock New 

Opportunities” 

SVKM’S NMIMS Chandigarh campus successfully organised 

the ‘SEED Business Masters Conclave’ at its University 

campus. The event provided an exclusive opportunity to third 

and fourth-year NMIMS students and recent NMIMS alumni 

aspiring to pursue a Master’s in Business Administration 

program in the United States of America and Europe to interact 

with notable senior delegates from top-ranked global 

universities and explore career opportunities abroad. 

Read more at - NMIMS Chandigarh Hosts Panel discussion on 

“Careers of 21st century-How your Master’s Program can unlock new 

opportunities” – India Education | Latest Education News | Global 

Educational News | Recent Educational News (indiaeducationdiary.in) 

 

 How NMIMS is Shaping Future Leaders for Long-Term 

Career Success 

Read more at - How NMIMS is Shaping Future Leaders for Long-

Term Career Success - EducationTimes.com 

 
 

 

 Dr. Mukta Agrawal, Faculty At SVKM’s NMIMS SPTM 

Hyderabad, Honored For Her Research On Drug Carrier 

Systems At “Pharmacon 2023” 

In an exceptional achievement, Dr. Mukta Agrawal, Assistant 

Professor (Pharmaceutics) at SVKM’s NMIMS School of 

Pharmacy & Technology Management, Jadcherla, Hyderabad, 

was honoured with the Best Oral Presentation Award for her 

groundbreaking research presentation titled, “Comparative 

Analysis of SLN and NLC as Novel Drug Carrier System”.  

Read more at - Dr. Mukta Agrawal, Faculty at SVKM’s NMIMS 

SPTM Hyderabad, Honored for her Research on Drug Carrier Systems 

at “Pharmacon 2023” – India Education | Latest Education News | 

Global Educational News | Recent Educational News 

(indiaeducationdiary.in) 

 

 A Transformative Global Partnership: SVKM’s NMIMS 

University Signs Historic MoU With University Of Galway, 

Ireland 

In order to explore academic opportunities and provide a 

holistic learning experience to students, SVKM’s NMIMS 

Deemed-to-be University and the University of Galway, Ireland, 

recently signed a game-changing Memorandum of 

Understanding (MoU) at the NMIMS Mumbai campus. 

Students studying in the NMIMS School of Commerce, School 

of Economics, School of Branding & Advertising, School of 

Science and School of Liberal Arts are set to be the 

beneficiaries of the collaboration between the two marquee 

institutions. 

Read more at - A Transformative Global Partnership: SVKM’s 

NMIMS University Signs Historic MoU with University of Galway, 

Ireland – India Education | Latest Education News | Global 

Educational News | Recent Educational News (indiaeducationdiary.in) 

 

 Government Officials and Academics Converge at NMIMS 

for the Steering Committee, NEP 2020 

Shri Vile Parle Kelvani Mandal and SVKM's NMIMS Deemed-

to-be University hosted a meeting of the Steering Committee, 

NEP 2020 appointed by the Higher & Technical Education 

Department, Government of Maharashtra, at 

its Mumbai campus on the 9th and 10th of October 2023.  

Read more at - Government Officials and Academics Converge at 

NMIMS for the Steering Committee, NEP 2020 (prnewswire.com)  

 

 NMIMS Indore Student Body’s Pen to Prosperity Challenge 

NMIMS Indore Student Council organized a challenge named 

“Pen to Prosperity: The Narendra Modi Manuscript Challenge”.  

Read more at - NMIMS Indore Student Body’s Pen to Prosperity 

Challenge (zollege.in) 
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EYE ON COMPETITORS! 

 IIM Calcutta Placement Report 2023: Highest Package, 

Top Recruiters and More 

Read more at -  IIM Calcutta Placement Report 2023: Highest 

Package, Top Recruiters and More - Times of India (indiatimes.com) 

 

 60-acre land for IIM- Nagpur campus in Pune likely to be 

finalized soon 

Read more at -  60-acre land for IIM- Nagpur campus in Pune 

likely to be finalized soon | Nagpur News - Times of India 

(indiatimes.com) 

 

 NITIE’s curricula altered to match IIM 

Read more at -  NITIE '24 Batch: NITIE '24 Batch Graduates as 

IIM Mumbai | Mumbai News - Times of India (indiatimes.com) 

 

 IIM Mumbai Placements Observe 20% Surge in Campus 

Recruitment after the IIM Tag 

Read more at -  IIM Mumbai Placements Observe 20% Surge in 

Campus Recruitment after the IIM Tag (collegedunia.com) 

 

 What makes IIM Udaipur’s EMBA unique 

Read more at -  What makes IIM Udaipur’s EMBA unique - 

Education News | The Financial Express 

 

 IIM Bombay’s team wins Cummins India’s competition 

Redefine 2023 

Read more at -  IIM Bombay’s team wins Cummins India’s 

competition Redefine 2023 - Express Mobility News | The Financial 

Express 

 

 Boston Consulting Group emerges top recruiter at IIM 

Ahmedabad summer placements 

Read more at -  Boston Consulting Group emerges top recruiter at 

IIM Ahmedabad summer placements - Times of India 

(indiatimes.com) 

 
 

 Modest hirings from B-school spark loan repayment 

worry 

Read more at -  Modest hirings from B-school spark loan 

repayment worry (magzter.com) 

 

 Fresh formal job creation dips to 7-month low in October, 

shows EPFO data 

Read more at -   Fresh formal job creation dips to 7-month low in 

October, shows EPFO data (business-standard.com) 

 

 Delhi University plans currency-like features for degrees 

Read more at -   Delhi University: Du Plans Currency-like Features 

For Degrees | Delhi News - Times of India (indiatimes.com) 

 

 

 IIT Madras Shaastra to discuss ethics of technology 

Read more at - IIT Madras Shaastra to discuss ethics of 

technology - Times of India (indiatimes.com) 

 

 Reliance Jio and IIT-Bombay set to build India's 

‘BharatGPT’ AI 

Read more at -  Reliance Jio and IIT-Bombay set to build 

India's ‘BharatGPT’ AI: All you need to know | Mint 

(livemint.com) 

 

 IIM Udaipur, JM Financial collaborate to set up JM 

Financial Centre for Financial Research 

Read more at -  IIM Udaipur, JM Financial collaborate to set up 

JM Financial Centre for Financial Research - The Hindu 

BusinessLine 

 

 IIM-I inks MoU with Hong Kong Baptist University 

Read more at -  IIM Indore: IIM-I inks MoU with Hong Kong 

Baptist University Indore | Indore News - Times of India 

(indiatimes.com) 

 

 Govt identifies three grounds to dissolve IIM Boards: From 

‘public interest’ to ‘persistent disobedience’ 

Read more at -  Govt identifies three grounds to dissolve IIM 

Boards: From ‘public interest’ to ‘persistent disobedience’ | India 

News - The Indian Express 

 

 IIT-Bombay’s Class of 1998 gifts Rs 57 crore to alma mater 

Read more at -  IIT-Bombay’s Class of 1998 gifts Rs 57 crore 

to alma mater | Education News - The Indian Express 

 

 IITB Has A Solution To Cool Down Overheating EV Batteries 

Read more at - Mumbai: 

IITB Has A Solution To Cool Down Overheating EV Batteries 

(freepressjournal.in) 

 

 Oxford Centre for Hindu Studies, MU to offer course on temple 

mgmt 

Read more at -  Mumbai: 

IITB Has A Solution To Cool Down Overheating EV Batteries 

(freepressjournal.in) 

 

 QS MBA Rankings 2024: IIM-B top B-School in India, 10 others 

in global list 

Read more at -   QS MBA Rankings 2024: IIM-B top B-School 

in India, 10 others in global list - Hindustan Times 

 

 900 papers from 65 nations at AI meet co-hosted by Bennett 

University 

Read more at -   AI Research: 900 Papers From 65 Nations At 

Ai Meet Co-hosted By Bennett | Delhi News - Times of India 

(indiatimes.com) 
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For More Information, Contact- 

SVKM's NMIMS (Deemed to be University) 

 Prof. Y. K. Bhushan Information and Knowledge Resource Centre, Mumbai 

V. L, Pherozeshah Mehta Rd, Vile Parle West, Mumbai, Maharashtra 400056 

                                                                              
- krc@nmims.edu 
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